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Maxim Vengerov: the superstar violinist celebrating 40 years on stage
The Russian-born musician discusses shaking up his creative approach and learning to conduct
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It takes blood, sweat and air miles to be a world-famous violinist. When I meet
Maxim Vengerov, he has flown into London for just one day to give interviews.
Ours has been scheduled right at the end, in a bar so noisy that I can barely hear
him. But if Vengerov is worn out, he doesn’t show it. Leading me to the bar, he asks
if I’m a musician. When I tell him I play the violin, he laughs. “Nobody’s perfect.”
Even the possibility of missing his return flight fails to wipe away his smile.
Vengerov, now 45, is as silky-smooth under pressure as his violin playing — a
quality that makes him both a pleasure and a pain to interview. He manages to
avoid revealing too much about his inner world, reaching instead for truisms such
as “life is a journey of learning”. And he has a knack for steering the conversation
to his preferred topic — in this case, upcoming projects.
There are, admittedly, quite a few. This is Vengerov’s 40th year on stage, and to
mark the occasion he will give a concert at London’s Royal Albert Hall alongside
two other stars: cellist Mischa Maisky and pianist Martha Argerich. In the run-up,
he has released two recordings on Idagio, the Berlin-based classical music
streaming service for whom he is now an “ambassador”.
Vengerov certainly seems enthusiastic to be recording again. “In the studio, you
can work miracles, not only because you repeat bits so many times, but because
there are no distractions,” he says. “I touch the instrument and it’s all there. It’s
like two magnets coming together: myself and the music.”
His talent was fostered by Vengerov’s oboist father and choir mistress mother, who
took their only child to concerts in their home city of Novosibirsk, Siberia. A Soviet
musical education did the rest: the young Maxim spent seven hours a day
practising the violin in a basement flat. By 15, he had both left Russia and won the
Carl Flesch International Competition. By his twenties he was a genuine superstar,
reportedly the highest-paid violinist in the world, celebrated as much for his
charisma and warmth of expression as he was for his eye-watering virtuosity.
“I was never frightened by the fame,” he says. “For me, performing has always
been like coming home; I could almost walk on stage in my slippers.” What did
concern him was the possibility of burning out. In 2008, aged 34, he took what
would turn out to be a three-year break from performing, choosing instead to train
as a conductor. Some speculated that he yearned for a more normal life after his
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fiercely regimented childhood. Others suspected something more like a full-blown
psychological crisis, precipitated by a shoulder injury in 2005.
Although Vengerov has previously spoken publicly about the injury and its
detrimental effect on his playing, he no longer seems interested in doing so. “The
story was overblown,” he says now. “I was just tired of the travelling, and I was
feeling less inspired than I had been. I needed time to recharge. Plus I’d said from
the beginning that I would like to study conducting, and that I would return to the
violin in three years. And that’s exactly what I did.”
Taking the break helped give him a fresh perspective, he insists: “When I listen to
old recordings of myself, I feel they are quite wonderful in some ways: very
enthusiastic, very passionate. But the colour is one-dimensional.”
A case in point is his new interpretation of Tchaikovsky’s Violin Concerto, which is
showcased on his first Idagio release. Vengerov recorded the piece twice in his
twenties, and was widely praised at the time for his depth of feeling. Conducting
has altered his attitude: “I now realise that it was written not just by Tchaikovsky
the concerto composer, but by Tchaikovsky the symphonist and opera composer,
who completed Eugene Onegin only one year later [in 1879]. So now I’m better
able to think about the concerto’s symphonic and vocal qualities. Plus, by now I
have more experience. ”

Vengerov performing in Bologna in 2018 © Roberto Serra/Iguana Press/Redfern
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That experience includes having played numerous different violins — among them
some 50 Stradivarii (including his current 1727 “Kreutzer”). But he’s also referring
to life experience. Nine years ago he married art historian Olga Gringolts — sister
of another renowned Russian violinist, Ilya Gringolts — and the couple have two
young daughters. Vengerov has also tried to shake up his creative approach:
“When I was young, I was always restless. I would waste so much time that I had to
spend almost the whole day practising. But now I have so little time that when I do
practise, I go straight into the zone.”
He has striven to impart that work ethic to his eldest daughter Elizabeth, who
despite being only eight years old has already performed as a piano soloist with an
orchestra.
Would he like her to become a professional musician? “I think some contact with
music is good, whether you become professional or not. Something happens to the
brain when you play music. You develop rational thinking, discipline and
emotional qualities.”
Now resident in Monaco, Vengerov is in the process of fundraising to found the
principality’s first specialist music school. He envisages it as something along the
lines of the UK’s Purcell and Yehudi Menuhin schools, where children can weave
academic studies around a busy practice schedule. “It’s a small country, but talent
is everywhere,” he says.
Does Monaco now feel like home? Or is there some part of him that still feels tied
to Russia? Perhaps unsurprisingly, he reaches for classical music to explain.
“Shostakovich and Tchaikovsky is my music,” he replies. “There is something
about Russian music that conveys so much generosity, strength and energy.”
Russian people and culture are deeply spiritual, he adds — “and that will never
change, regardless of what is happening politically. That’s why music will always
be an integral part of the landscape.”
But whether he feels at home there is another matter: “Playing for audiences in
Moscow is very moving, and I still have some family there. But not much. It’s a
different country now.”
He trails off; I get the sense that Vengerov has no desire to dwell on wider issues.
We come back to his work. “Right now, I feel very inspired,” he says brightly. “The
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more I do, the more inspired I feel. If you took teaching away from me, I’d do more
conducting. If you took away my violin I’d start itching and I’d say, ‘give it back’.”
He goes on: “Even though it’s almost embarrassing that I’ve been on stage for 40
years, I feel very young. I’m not even in the middle. I’m just starting.”
Maxim Vengerov’s new recordings are available on Idagio; idagio.com. He
appears at London’s Royal Albert Hall on June 12; royalalberthall.com
Follow @FTLifeArts on Twitter to find out about our latest stories first. Listen to
our culture podcast, Culture Call, where editors Gris and Lilah dig into the trends
shaping life in the 2020s, interview the people breaking new ground and bring
you behind the scenes of FT Life & Arts journalism. Subscribe on Apple, Spotify,
or wherever you listen.
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